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The whole story came out. Poor Purpupplio. He couldn’t
know at the start that his impassioned plea for rescue came thirteen years too late.
Better late than never though. The pitifulness of his appeal
turned all hearts to thoughts of assistance. The china pug led
the contingent that was all for dropping everything and heading south again to see if they might, even at that late date, trace
the whereabouts of the china princess, the china clown, the china
churchwarden and chaplain and chieftain and chandler, charwoman, chambermaid, and child. Purp could vouch for their
having lost life at the same moment as himself. The fumes of the
flit-gun in the hands of the china boy had been very pervasive.
It was of course all news to him that the curious old shop
where he and his kind had met their fate was no more. What
would have happened to his china companions in all the years
between? Was, in fact, the magical China Country itself free from
assault in the reign of terror that now held all magic-Oz in its
grip? They must be off and see.
Only Uncle Nunculas held back. His prime motive was naturally to follow in the wake of his nephew, which in the first instance was alone the road to the Emerald City: west, not south.
The glass cat tried to argue him out of it. “Ojo won’t be at the
E.C. anyway. He still has to find the water from the dark well
and the drop of oil from a live man’s body and the wing of a
butterfly. He’ll be days if not weeks in locating all those.” But
the old man was firm and declared he would push on alone if
the others were to veer south on their errand of mercy.
“But not before tomorrow?” insisted Dame Lucinda.”You
must have supper with us and spend the night. We’ve lots of
room.”
In any event it was important by now to get Rod out of the
sick-room where the smell of burnt rubber had gradually got so
strong that it was making the invalid pluck at the coverlet. Rod
was conscious of the offense and went gladly. This change was
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for the better on several scores.
In the first place, the vast annex to which the visitors were
shown had a haunting fragrance of its own: the subtle scent of
deadly sleep poppies. “Oh, that’s right!” recalled the Wizard
Wam. “We must air the place out, Lucinda. Otherwise our guests
may have trouble waking up in the morning. Put they’ll certainly sleep well tonight!”
Furthermore, the great building joined on to the side of the
wizardly residence was constructed entirely of reinforced rubber, so an additional rubber scent there (even though burnt) was
quite in order. And finally, the great size of the dormitory, once
it was well aired out, meant that no odor at all within it would
become truly oppressive just in a few hours. The travelers
dumped their belongings in the big hall, had a wash, and joined
the family for dinner.
“I see you have one tenant already, Mr. Wam,” said N.P.
Gennet, tucking in his napkin.
“Oh, yes, that’s the Pince of Wates,” agreed the genial host;
and the story made entertaining table talk over the purple-cabbage dumplings and grape pie. “He’s been sleeping there a
couple of years.”§
“Uninterruptedly?” asked Gennet, who observed that the
tall sleeper had not risen and joined the others at the refreshment board.
“Yes. Happily so,” confirmed Wam. “He’s on a reducing
course. Originally he filled the whole building.”
“Good heavens,” said the others, for they had seen how the
annex covered an area equivalent to a very large tennis course
or small football field.
Wammuppirovocuck told the tale. “He’s the heir to an island kingdom down off the coast of Sempernumquam. The
people there have, I suspect, a certain amount of rubber in their
make-up. In any case their integument appears capable of
stretching indefinitely. For someone who becomes hooked on
the pleasures of the table that can have dire results. Such was
§ See Uncle Henry and Aunt Em in Oz. Editor’s note.
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the case with the unfortunate Prince Edward. When he came
here he was already as big as a house. He threw himself on my
mercy and of course we could do no less than take him in. I had
to run up the inflatable annex and he moved in there. He never
stopped eating though and was soon too big to move. That complicated things worse than ever because, immobile, bored, there
was nothing he could any longer do but eat. It finally got so bad
that we planted sleep poppies outside all the windows. The
fumes knocked him out and he’s stayed unconscious for two
years now. But it’s paid off nicely. He’s shrunk down beautifully,
hasn’t he, Lucinda?”
“Yes, and all thanks to our boy,” said the proud mother, looking at young Zippiochoggolak fondly. “It’s he who thought up
the use of the flowers. For the first time Oz’s deadly’ poppies
have done some good.”
When the travelers, well weary after the day’s exploits, turned
in, they all took an interested look at the long-term sleeper. The
man was well-nigh buried in a huge mound of material that they
could guess was vastly out-size bed-garments, but his face was
visible and it was not uncomely: a rosy complexion and long
brown eyelashes.
In the event the lodgers were awakened in an unusual way
early the next morning. Rod Litenin became conscious of a hand
on his shoulder and opened his eyes to see a naked giant standing at his cotside.
“Pardon me, my good man,” said the Prince of Wates. “I’m
greatly confused. I scarcely know where I am. But I must have
assistance. I seem to have been asleep for some considerable
time—and have lost weight. I have nothing to cover me. Do you
think you might...”
“Right you are!” said the genial Rod and sprang lightly out
of the other side of the bed. In a moment he had pulled on his
raunchy old trousers and he gestured at the cot. “Lie in there,”
he invited, “—if you can stand the smell. I’ll have a word with
our host.”
So said, so done. Madam Lucinda was already frying pan87
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cakes in the kitchen when Rod, pulling up his braces, joined her.
“The prince!? Awake? Of course, he would be! wouldn’t he,
since we closed off the windows on the poppy side and aired
out the annex! How silly of us not to have thought of that.”
“He’s wanting something to put on,” explained Litenin. “His
pile of bedclothes is too heavy to lift, let alone wear.”
“Oh!” The lady paused in thought, her spatula under her
arm. “I’ve already sewn a suit of clothes for him. But we were
going to let him shrink another foot or two before waking him
up. I’m afraid the garments would never fit. Here!” She handed
Rod the pancake turner. “Would you take over?” She rummaged
in a drawer for the kitchen shears. “I can run him up a sort of
coverall, out of his old bedclothes, to be going on with.” She
hastened from the room.
‘Good thing I got the Prince into my bed,’ mused Rod as he
dipped batter, ‘if she’s going to go barging in there.’ At this epoch they in Oz were all still laboring under early-twentieth-century standards of prudery.
Half an hour later the company sat down to hot (some of
them rather cool by now) cakes and syrup. The revived, and
reslimmed, eight-foot Prince of Wates was the star of the entertainment. He ate half the pancakes—or was going to before he
remembered that he wasn’t going to start all that over again. So
he ate only a quarter of them and those he was wished well of
by the others, for it was his first meal in more than two years.
“I feel marvelous,” he then declared. “So splendid not to have
to haul around that tub of lard any longer!”
“‘Tub’?” quoted Wammuppirovocuck whimsically. “More
like a grain elevator. Maybe you didn’t notice the size of your
dormitory. The walls were bulging with your bulk when you
first went to sleep.”
“I do apologize,” murmured the Prince. “It was gross of me.”
Somehow that seemed like the perfect word.
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After all Unc Nunkie continued to keep company—but
scarcely pace—with the others as far as the house of ex-General
Jinjur far down the road. For the approaching loss of the old
gentleman the party of animals plus Rod Litenin could take pleasure instead in the company of Edward, Prince of Wates. The
prince, apprised of the imminent departure of most of the group
among whom he had reawakened, had elected to go with the
majority. He expressed infinite gratitude to the wizard Wam and
his family but, at least in his own eyes, he had worn out his
welcome among them years ago. Besides, he felt obliged to get
back to his own home and island realm without delay. Thus, a
party of seven had left the purple-blue front door of Wam’s
dwelling well before noon.
The prince was wearing a sort of djellabah stitched together
by Mrs. Lucinda, in half an hour at the sewing machine, out of a
fiftieth of the blue night-shirt he had worn during his years as a
sleeping beaut. It was only a makeshift affair but it did have a
nice border of gold braid all around the neck opening, to indicate his royal estate. It would have to serve until such time as
Prince Edward had leisure to linger in the company of some
other capable seamstress. In the meantime he need only watch
out not to go up any ladders while anyone stood beneath.
General Jinjur was such a seamstress but the party had no
time now for leisurely lingering. They just said “Howdy-do?”
and allowed themselves to be pressed to come in for a late lunch.
When Jinjur was not leading armies or serving on detached duty
as head of the palace guard at Sorceress Glinda’s in the south,
she was often at home at her own cottage in the Munchkin country, where she carried on all sorts of womanly occupations such
as sewing, gardening, and cooking.
“Wow, that’s some smell,” she commented when she lifted
her head from her weeding in the herbaceous borders and sniffed
Rod L. coming. “What is it? Dunlop number five?”
Rod took the jest in good part and volunteered to stay out89
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side on a garden bench during the lunch that was proffered. But
Jinjur wouldn’t hear of it. “You’ll get soaked,” she said. “Look at
those clouds.” She pointed to a dark mass above the hills that
began a mile to the west. “Appears like we’re in for a downpour.
Still, we need it. It hasn’t rained here in weeks.”
The newcomer had good reason to suspect his presence had
something to do with the unusual cloud formation but he
forebore to draw attention to any further characteristic of his
that would make him an ever-less welcome guest.
Jinjur was agog to hear all the news that one another of the
party could purvey. The group lingered long over the crisp croquettes and the mixed salad from her own garden. The rain hammered down and induced in all the foot passengers a disinclination to go anywhere else just for a while. But when after a
particularly loud rush and roar of water they looked out the
window and saw the aforesaid garden was missing, they started
to worry.
“Great fays!” yelled Jinjur, using an oath she’d picked up at
the court of Glinda the Good, and rushed to snatch open the
back door. The steps led down to swirling water. “That’s usually just a little brook, hardly more than a rivulet, that runs beyond that line of willows!” she explained, pointing to a row of
venerable old trees that stood up to their knees in streaming
blue water.
It was not raining more heavily than it had done for an hour
and the woman protested: “I don’t get it! All this water! But I
guess the rain must have brought on a landslide in the hills.
They’re only loose loess, and a rain this heavy is exceptional.”
Happily the house itself did not seem threatened and by four
in the afternoon the flood waters had drained away almost as
suddenly as they had appeared. For miles on every side whet
had been gardens and meadows were a level plain of near-featureless blue mud. Even mannish Jinjur felt herself close to tears
at the sight.
Nunculas P. Gennet, greatly forward, patted gently the shoulder of his hostess and she pulled her apron from her face and
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looked at him. “I had already,” he gravely announced, “determined not to hold my friends back any longer by my slow pace.
They’re on a mission of assistance they don’t want to delay. But
I think I see my own mission here. May I help you to restore
your grounds to their proper shape? Our little friend Bungle
informs me I’ll be of no use in the Emerald City for another few
days or a week anyway—and I’ve had a long lifetime of experience at gardening...”
The ex-general was delighted and shook the old gentleman’s
hand right heartily.
Not long after that, with cordial farewells, the two towering
younger men each picked up an animal under each arm and
struck out due south, past Shutter Town, where they took care
not to disturb the shutter-faced inhabitants, and across blue rivers and a yellow road again. By evening they were at the
Munchkin-Quadling border.
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Quadlinga, the country, is red in all its manifestations. Its
earth is as red as that of Georgia or Greece. It has perennially a
red sky in the morning and a red sky at night, and in between a
red sun hangs in the south. The Red Ruler lives in her Pink Palace, where, on the basis of the bulletins continually supplied via
her Great Book of Records, she issues a daily newsletter which
is red throughout her dominions. It is a land of fire, which frequently is seen spewing from the tops of the volcanoes in which
the region is rich: Red Mountain, Red-Top Mountain, and the
whole volcanic range of (again) the Red Mountains in southcentral Quadlinga.
There is no predicting when these mountain cones, as they
often do, are going to erupt. The only small harbinger of some
early outbreak at the present period was the human
weathervane, Rod Litenin, whose presence anywhere usually
boded no geophysical good.
Hence, what happened for our wanderers that night came
as no great surprise. They followed a rough highland path where
the heather grew lavender-pink on every side. They had met no
travelers for a long time nor seen any towns or villages since
leaving Pineville on the flank of Story-Blossom Mountain some
time before. But now came a diversion.
On a steep craggy outcrop on the mountainside ahead rose,
under the light of a fitful moon, a ruined castle. It looked as
romantic as anyone could wish. In fact, could any of them have
known it, the place resembled remarkably, right down to the
dark red color, the wrecked castle of Heidelberg on the heights
above the Neckar.
A very faint path led off toward the pile from the track
they followed along the highland valley bottom. Something
moved Rod Litenin to suggest they take it. “We’re getting back
in the direction of our Anti-Magic Co-op. People around
here—if there are any—might know something about it.” The
others didn’t need much persuading. A haven for the night
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would be welcome.
As the party went up the path the way grew every moment
more forbidding. Soon red brambles blocked the route. They
had to scramble over red boulders as every trace of a trodden
walkway was lost. But still the red tower would reappear anon
in the moonlight and beckon them on. But red moonlight? No,
even the rosy Quadling country doesn’t run to that. In addition to the low moonglow from the east the travelers soon
descried as well a
sky-illuminating
red suffusion from
another source.
At last the two
tall men with their
animal freight stood
in a redthorn thicket
directly under the
soaring red rock
wall of the fortress
and looked up.
Never had any of
them been in a scene
of such desolation
before. Crimson
Virginia creepers
climbed the wall but
surely nothing else
ever had or could.
All was solemn silence. Just once a
woodpecker, redheaded, no doubt,
hammered—but on
what invisible tree?
Was the ruined
keep totally unin93
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habited? It would appear so; and yet clear-sighted Edward of
Wates saw something—which the animals at once confirmed:
it was a pane of glass, unbroken, sealing a deep recess sixty
feet up.
How to make contact with someone who conceivably might
be lodged beyond the window? Pebbles thrown up was the first
idea, but they hardly liked to run even the remote risk of breaking that remarkably preserved pane. The animals offered a barking-snarling-gruzzing routine on the order of the performance
of the wise beasts of Bremen. In the end, however, Rod Litenin
thought his baritone would carry as well as the animal chorus.
Nor did he just yell. Something made him take from his
pocket another old volume: Half Hours With the Poets, and riffle
until he found a lyric that seemed to fit the case. Rod often set
verse to tune just for the fun of it, and he did so now.
“Come to thy window, dame, and light the day.
That day is dark and we have lost our way.
Night comes apace and we would have a charm
To guard us in dark hours against harm.
A cheerful glass, a cozy cup, a light?
Some talisman afford us! some delight
Which we, rememb’ring, can be strengthened by
As on we blunder under a black sky.”
They all strained their eyes in the deep red dark and then,
just as the last sung words rang out, the window, all dark rose
facing that belated ‘sunset’ west, trembled outwards.
A woman’s face appeared, nearly obscured by her deep-carmine hair. A voice, also deep and dark-red, was heard:
“Who be ye?”
“Wayfarers, harmless ones, benighted,” called Rod. “Can you
take us in?”
“Oh, would that it were possible!” cried the woman. “But
no—oh, no! it cannot be. I grieve...”
“Don’t grieve,” advised the wanderer jauntily. “Just come
down and let us in. We guarantee we’re inoffensive travelers...
carrying no weapons...”
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“I believe you! Even should I not, your presence would be
infinitely welcome. But I—am a prisoner. I cannot leave my solitary room! Nor is there anyone I can summon.”
This information caused the otherwise lighthearted travelers to grow solemn. Had they stumbled, all unexpectedly, upon
tragedy?
It was impossible, without screaming themselves hoarse, to
get a coherent account of the woman’s situation but so much
the wanderers gathered before they gave up attempts to talk
and moved to action: the prisoner was one of noble origin who
had been abandoned to her fate many years before, left indeed
to starve if, in the meantime, deathlessness had not pervaded
the enchanted country, so that now she still lived; but so gaunt
and weak she could do nothing to help herself.
“This is most dreadful,” Prince Edward expressed to his companions the general view. “Clearly our duty here is more urgent
even than you others’ quixotic undertaking to bring help to the
china country. We must camp in this place and think of some
way—”
“For starters,” volunteered the rink Kitten, “I’ll run up the
wall and see how the land lies. Those creepers ought to bear my
weight.” She looked at her co-feline but the Glass Cat merely
raised her eyebrows.
“Try scrambling up that wall? My pink brains inform me that
would not be the brightest. One slip and I’d be shattered on the
rocks.”
Nor did the others urge her. They were all sensible enough
not to demand useless sacrifices, no matter how solidaritous
such might attractively appear.
While Eureka nimbly clawed her way up to the tower window the Woozy made himself useful by getting someone to
say “Krizzle-kroo”, whereupon his eyes shot sparks and set
fire to the bracken roundabout. The others brought dead
branches from a nearby thicket and fed the fire, which was
serviceable not so much for warmth as to see by in the only
faintly rose-tinted night.
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Presently the pink kitten returned with a more comprehensive story. “That’s the Lady Stella Barr-Tau—” she began.
“Rhymes with ‘now’?” said Rod Litenin, taking great interest.
“That’s right. She claims to be of royal birth! Old Mr. Nunculas
would know of her. It seems she suffered a fate similar to his. In
the old warring days, before the fairies put a stop to such goings-on and established Ozma on the throne, this was the principality of Barr. Nothing but ruins left now and nobody remaining of the old princely family, it seems, except just this lady. She
says she has no idea how long she’s been imprisoned in the tower
but since long before the spell of immortality was cast over Oz.
She’s... not young.”
That fact did not of course lessen Eureka’s listeners’ interest
in the prisoner’s romantic fate. “Who’s young?” poohpoohed
the wanderer Rod. “I dare say all of us are older than we look.”
“She’s existed here, all alone, for years and years,” the kitten
resumed. “She says she would have lost her mind permanently
except for her music. She has some battered old music books
and a couple of instruments.
“But what are we going to do to help her?”
Nobody had any good ideas. The men had long since circled
the tower, stumbling over wreckage of adjoining buildings that
had fallen down, and discovering a stairwell leading upward.
But its wooden treads had long ago rotted and tumbled, and
now thistles blocked the entrance.
Their only solace as they made camp for the night was that
the weather was dry. They would presumably not be rained on
as they shivered under the blue blanket the Wammuppirovocucks had provided for the journey. Rod sang an
envoi to the lost Lady Stella before they all went to rest: something about not despairing in the dark, because tomorrow could
not help but come.
But before tomorrow came something else. The kitten noticed it first, her whiskers trembled, and she hissed to her glass
fellow, “Did you feel that?”
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The cat was nonchalant. “Mm, an earth tremor. Par for the
course. An earthquake or an eruption. Take your pick. That’s
what’s making that red glow.”
Eureka chose the latter, just because a violent rumble was
heard and the strange pinkness in the northwestern sky was
suddenly strengthened into a brighter effulgence. “Help!” she
screamed and everybody woke who wasn’t awake already. The
Woozy’s three tail hairs quivered febrilly and the two china dogs
looked bewildered.
Rod took efficient charge as usual, collecting animals right
and left, as Prince Edward grabbed the blanket into a ball. “Better refugee south, sir!” suggested Rod but the valiant prince held
back because of the lady in the tower.
“What of her?!”
“When we’ve got you and the animals to safety at least from
falling castle walls—I’ll come back. She won’t be alone... at the
end. Make for those heights in the southeast! They’re not volcanic. That should be safe.”
Litenin carried the porcelain dogs while the others scampered
on ahead. He left them in a rocky, open field a third of a mile
away and raced back.
In the ruddy glow that was every moment brighter he could
see the Lady Stella at her wide-thrown window. “I crave your
pardon!” called the distracted man. “This is my fault!”
“How so?” came a merely sad and weary voice.
“I attract these things! If there’s an earthquake or a tornado
in the vicinity I’ll catalyse it.”
“A bad habit,” cried the woman whimsically. “Can you not
break yourself of it? but in truth, I take, rather, the blame myself.”
“Why?” yelled Rod from far below.
“I’m called ‘the Lady of Bad ‘Cess’, didn’t you know? If anything can fail, it will fail for me. Isn’t it just like me for this to
happen when I was on the point of being rescued?”
“It’s a point of likeness between us! Never mind; we’ll share
the blame. But now to save you! Have you anything up there
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that will serve for a rope?”
“Alas. If I had I’d have used it long ago. There’s nothing...
nothing but my hair! It’s twenty feet long. I’ve had nothing to
cut it with. Shall I play Rapunzel?” Stella’s whimsy persisted in
spite of fireballs that shot through the sky and landed behind
screens of forest far away.
“There’ve always been too many holes in that story for my
taste,” called Rod. “Climbing up the lady’s hair would pull her
out of the window before the lover ever got three feet up. Think
of another.”
“I’m sorry. I have no spells or charms... Shall I throw myself
into your arms?”
“And cripple both of us? We can’t be killed in Oz but could
live on in pain and misery the rest of our endless days. We’ll
save that plan only as a last resort. The fire may not come this
far...”
But when an explosion louder than all the rest split the sky
Rod wasn’t so sure. A vast piece of the volcano mountainside
was seen to turn over and over through the red air, infinitely
slowly, then land upon the remote forest, which instantly burst
into flames. At the same time a rumble, low but of immense
strength, was heard. Rod had only one terrified instant to see a
great earth-crack split the thicket to the northwest and run under the red tower. He passed out as an avalanche of ancient bricks
and mortar slid quite quietly to the ground.
However, for once the two star-crossed ones had the advantage of a bit of good ’cess.
The half of the tower that had fallen was the farther half.
Rod Litenin was uninjured, not marked by so much as the scratch
of a brick-chip. More wonderful to relate: nor was the lady of
the tower. The survivor below peered up through the swirls of
mortar dust and saw her face at the embrasure, radiant.
“A miracle,” she called. “The farther wall of my room has
fallen. Through the dust I can see the stars!”
“Truly!” the man yelled back, “a miracle. Wait! I’ll try to get
up to you!”
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“No. You can’t!” she cried as loud, but that was too much,
and she fell to coughing. He waited.
Finally in a strangled voice, “Take my lute!” she pleaded.
Amazed, he saw her lift through the opening with bone-thin
arms a pot-bellied instrument, and he ran to stand under the
fire-red wall.
The thing fell and somehow he managed to grasp it in its
flight before it shattered on the stones. “Next my harp!” she
begged. But that was no go. In her state the harp was too heavy
for her to hold sufficiently far beyond the sill. “No,” she wept.
“No.”
Lady Stella’s hands and head were withdrawn; she was lost
to her would-be rescuer’s sight. He clambered over more-anciently fallen stones to the scree of new-descended brick debris.
By the effulgence of volcanic light he could see the jumble of red
and pink of bricks and rock rising in a nearly even slope to the
very brink of a broken floor. And there was the lady herself! in a
red dress that was one long ravel of shreds, she crawling and
slipping, back outward, down the loose stone-slide. Her immense mound of hair appeared tied to her head by a band of
fabric that might have been torn from a bed garment. Out of it
stuck incongruously a thick stick.
Rod Litenin ran and threw himself high and higher upon
the rubble. His hand straining upward grasped hers groping
down.
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Having carried the wing warning to all lepidoptera atop Yip
Mountain, as well as to other insects who might be inclined to
pass the helpful word, Swen Swan and his tiny passenger turned
back northeastward, and were thrilled when they spotted the
Truth Pond gleaming yellowly beneath them.
They’d managed to get a sip at rivulets, and once at a tiny
spring, in that arid area of western Winkieland but this was the
first body of water the swan could really flop down in and have
a good bath. Being honest creatures without guilty secrets or
hidden hypocrisies, and not lying under any unnatural spells,
bird and insect never even realized it was a truth pond they
splashed about in. They just thought the water felt fresh and
frank and tasted uncorrupted; however, they did notice that the
basin was laid out on the square.
There Lurabelle and Swen lingered the rest of the day but
they made a very early start next morning.
This proved to be the busiest of the busy days of their journey. They had no sooner got well aloft than they sighted a great
congregation of yellow pierids resting on a damp sandbank
downstream of the little run-off from the pond. “Gee,” said the
ladybeetle, “I’ve never seen so many butterflies all together in
one place before. Funny, isn’t it? They’re all just standing there
with their wings folded up high. Wonder what they’re doing.”
“Most likely just keeping out of each other’s way,” opined
the swan. “If they opened out their wings, close together as they
are, they’d get hopelessly tangled up. There wouldn’t be room
to move.”
“I’ll jump off here, Swen,” instructed the beetle. “Want to
wait for me under that cottonwood tree down there?”
Then the busy bug flew among the forest of yellow wings
and spread her warning. The congregating lepidopts took instant alarm and rose up in a cloud, saying they’d alert any number of Apollos, OrangeTips, Brimstones, and Cabbage Butterflies they knew to infest the area. “And there’s a colony of Hum100
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mingbird Hawkmoths who hang out just this side of the Winkie
Woods,” they informed. “They’re quite spectacular yellowwings, who’d attract the attention of these insect murderers more
than most. Maybe you’d like to go on there to pass the word?
And thanks ever so!”
The envoys of emergency did as suggested and, when they
had got the wind properly up the hawkmoths flew on swiftly
to the Trick River, where Swen Swan descended for another
brief and well-earned rest. The bird took no notice of the
stream’s tendency to switch back and forth in direction of flow.
He could lift into the air whenever he liked and leave the silly
thing behind.
“—although,” said Lurabelle Ladybird, following up some
private train of thought, “actually the moths, I suppose, are
scarcely at risk. They distinctly said it was a ‘butterfly’ this Ojo
character wanted a wing of.”
“Never mind,” said the swan, who seemed to have odd little
resources of recondite information; “if I know humans, it’s no
bad idea to let also the moths know about the danger. It’s my
experience that average humans know moths in two connections only: as creatures whose larvae feed on stored garments
or as insects that blunder into lamps and lit candles by night. If
they see a showy daytime moth fluttering in a garden they’re
going to call it a butterfly sure as anything, and then its wings
are just as fair game as its cousins’.”
“I think you’re right,” agreed Lurabelle. “Just as well that
we’ve been warning everybody along the way who had anything in common with the ephemerids: the lepidoptera, of
course, and then the bees, gnats, hornets, wasps, flies, earwigs, locusts and other grasshoppers, ticks, roaches, fleas,
ants, arachnids, weevils, mosquitoes, termites, and crickets,
not to mention all my own relatives the beetles. I think we’ve
just about covered the field. What do you think? Anything
more to be done?”
“I guess not,” considered Swen. “So...? Shall we be winging home again? I must confess I’m getting anxious to see my
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family.”
And so they did—or meant to. After about an hour’s further flight they had a diversion when, at the place where the
river they followed joined another flowing from the north,
they sighted something gleaming and sparkling alluringly in
the distance.
“What do you suppose that is?” whistled onward-winging
Swen, glancing to the left.
“Let’s go see,” shrieked Lurabelle. “Our mission’s about completed; we can spare a half hour.”
It didn’t take nearly that long for the swift swan to reach and
circle the shining tin towers of the castle of the Emperor of the
Winkies. “What do you suppose it is?” he wondered again.
Lurabelle L. couldn’t tell him. That it was a castle and that it
was made of tin-plated steel were facts that were obvious, but
what the building was in aid of, standing there alone between a
tiny village and a biggish pond, was not at once clear. The travelers’ curiosity was piqued.
Swen Swan belly-flopped on the pond. “Maybe you’d like
to go see?” he guessed. A swan couldn’t stroll into a castle
without, probably, ending up on the dinner table. Strange
rumors had reached the animal world of what people who
lived in palaces would eat: peafowls, nightingales, larks’
tongues. But a ladybeetle could go anywhere with no questions asked. Pleasing word had reached the human world, even
the dullest of its inhabitants, about how harmless, useful, and
also charming ladybird beetles were.
Lurabelle was gone the prescribed half hour, during which
time Swen enjoyed himself, finding curious things to eat in various mucks beneath the pool. The beetle too had lunched well,
about the stems of a geranium on a window ledge in the castle
kitchens. But she returned breathless and excited.
“Oh, quick, my dear friend!” she cried, perching on the swan’s
bill. “The castle cook came in while I was there and I couldn’t
help overhearing what she said to the under-butler. I found out
this place is the seat of a tin emperor—though how an emperor
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could serve under a princess or queen as ruler of a mere section
of her kingdom I’m not sure. Anyway, it seems he went away
early this morning together with some people who’d been visiting here. And guess who one of them was!”
“Do tell.”
“Ojo! A boy named ‘Ojo’.” The ladybird paused for effect.
“Now you know there couldn’t be two people with such an odd
name. It must be our villain! But the thing is: they were heading
back toward the Emerald City. So their safari must be over! But
I couldn’t make out from what Fregosa said—that’s the cook:
pleasant fat woman—whether Ojo had murdered a butterfly,
after all our precautions, or if that’s still to come. I think we must
pursue them, quickly!, and find out!”
“Right you are,” concurred the swan, nothing loth to be
hurrying over the last lap of the long journey.
He lifted off the little lake and stretched his wings to capacity. Lurabelle Ladybug was nearly blown off half a dozen times.
She couldn’t keep her eyes buried in Swen’s neck feathers but
had to remain on the lookout for walking boys on the brick road
below: yellow, of course, in Winkieland, but whether Yellow the
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beetle had no conception.
The yellow land was soon left behind. Now all was green
beneath. On the eastern horizon something was beginning to
sparkle and gleam. Could it be the sheen of millions of faceted
and polished emeralds?!
No boy, however, was espied, with or without an unspecified number of companions. Instead Lurabelle rubbed her eyes:
what was that ahead and far below? Something of amorphous
shape that constantly seemed to change shape but always moving, if slowly, forward. Then as her steed flew swiftly nearer she
saw a crowd, a host, of golden butterflies.
“Oh, Swen, slow down;” she yelled. “Go down! I’ve got to
speak to that bunch!”
Yes! Along the road, beneath the trees, fluttering and dancing in the breeze, were a vast congregation of lepidoptera and
not just golden ones either but with a generous admixture of
pink, green and blue. Continuous as the stars that shine they
stretched in never-ending line. Ten thousand saw she at a glance,
tossing their wings in sprightly dance!
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“I lived for art,” she said. “I lived for love.”
The Lady Stella Barr-Tau coughed and sighed. They were
sitting in the red darkness on the stony waste with nothing for
their comfort but the dusty blanket. She hardly spoke above a
whisper but that was sufficient, now that the fireworks of the
terrible night seemed virtually to be past. Now there was, again,
just the diminishing glow in the northwestern sky.
“And then I lived for life. For a time anyway. My very early
childhood was placid and it was then, I think, I formed the habit
of optimism or—or acceptance, or whatever it is which has seen
me through so much. Resignation?”
Her listeners said nothing, just hung on every word. You
could hear them breathing in the dark.
“I early found that I loved music, nor was there anything in
those days to prevent my having instruction. I lived for that: to
play and sing. I could sing in those days. Now it’s just a croak.”
But those who heard her did not agree. There was something
thrilling in the timbre of her dark voice. Still, it might be true
that she could not sing. Speaking and singing voices so rarely
went together, and prima donna had been known to talk in what
was no better than a modified screech or growl.
“My brother loved music too. How often in the old happy
days at Silver Street would we perform together. But he was no
more than fifteen when he disappeared. Just like that: from one
day to the next. My father also. Darkness came down. It was
really never lifted afterwards. But my mother was spared to me:
for many years, in fact, until death claimed her.
“Long she tried to keep from me what was happening. I
showed no sign of caring for high place and perhaps she thought
that would be my protection.
“Eventually, in one way or another, I found out. Partly
through the talk of servants, shameful though that be. My father’s
cousin had seized the throne. Whoever had a claim on that throne
must be regarded as deadly peril to the usurper. All the males
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of our family were lured away, and lost. I never learned the
details. Did they die soon or late? perhaps not at all? I don’t
know. I used to play that they were but in exile and one day
would return. It is long since that thought comforted me.”
“But how did you live, Lady Barr-Tau?” put in Rod Litenin,
much moved. “I mean—”
“’Lady Stella’, if you will,” instructed the dame. “Or simply
‘Barr-Tau’. I am the Barr-Tau now, of course, since all the men
are gone. How I lived? For art. I was composing now as well,
perhaps just to be able to pass the endless days.
“As for the mere mechanics: we lived on the alms of our servitors. They were loyal, and supplied us from the farms round
about. That was in the days before the war, of course.”
“The war?” said all the hearers. That most terrible and romance-invoking of all words. Perhaps, deepest down, we are
motivated to war just to insure that lives be leavened by romance.
A woman may, for example, live a whole life on the romance of
a lover lost at war, where the same man’s death in a traffic accident would merely have been sordid.
“Yes. Oz was wracked by wars and pestilence, famine and
fire. Well, we appear not to be shirking fire right now. But
then whole nations died, it seemed. You’ve never heard of
the barony of Barr?”
“Well, ‘heard’, your ladyship,” put in the Prince of Wates.
“Certainly we on the isle of Gumm have heard—but it was all so
long ago...”
“Yes. So long ago,” said the lady wistfully. “So many years.
So many decades. So many—”
“’Decades’, Barr-Tau?” put in Rod Litenin (speaking vocatively correctly). “But you are not old enough—”
“Older than you perceive,” she said. “Don’t forget: for a long
time now we of Oz have enjoyed unagingness. Even before that
I daily invoked the charm against growing older. So much magic
had we even at Barr-Tau. As for myself, I weened I had enough
to contend with without adding on-creeping senility to the
score.”
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“What did Your Ladyship—?” said the life-sized pug.
“—have to contend with? Listen and you shall hear.
“Some time had passed, some years perhaps, since our
menfolk had gone and no more returned. We heard nothing.
Then suddenly one day a ‘royal’ company arrived at the castle.
We: my mother and I, were summoned to court! We soon realized that this was a ploy merely to have an eye kept upon
us, who thitherto had been merely forgotten. As for our own
feelings: who could desire to go to the court of a foul usurper?
“And yet I did. Can you guess why?”
The question was rhetorical but the Woozy answered. “You
lived for art! At court you would have a chance to practise
and to play.”
“Well guessed, my friend,” agreed the lady. “But no, that
could have been only partly why. ‘I lived for art.’ Yes. But
more: I lived for love. In the party that came to fetch us: leading it, indeed, was a young prince who was only fairer than
the morning star. Can you not picture that I should fall in
love: I had been starved so long for company and affection,
at any rate the company and affection of those of the other
sex.
“Perhaps, in fact, my prince was not so fair. But so charming! Of course he was paid to be so. I knew that already at the
start. I resisted with woman’s force during the first days of
our horse-borne return to the palace of his master. Yet when
one so singlemindedly sets out to court your favor, can you
resist? Especially when, if all things were equal, it is what
you would most wish in the world?
“It was all according to plan. The cruel ‘king’—so he styled
himself—had made of the lowly nobleman, Sir Figuera, a
‘prince’ and heaped honors upon him. Figuera was to be his
creature; that was understood. Now he was to marry me: for
reasons of state merely. I was to be kept close, that I might
not make a match: elsewhere and, if ever so remotely, threaten
the usurper’s position.
“All would have been well: that is to say, ill, for me and
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mine, if the prince had not been so persuasive. It flattered his
vanity that I at least, of us two, should marry for love.
Throughout our journey—of a week, for it was winter, the
snow deep, and our progress slow—he wooed me right ardently. How could I, I say, resist? It was the thing I wanted: to
enter a heart where it was wanted and not to leave again.
“I entered his heart. Ah, that was not according to plan.
But he was too persuasive. While he convinced me that he
loved me he also unfortunately convinced himself. Your great
persuaders’ talents work first and foremost upon themselves.
By the time we rode into the usurper’s yard we were two
people in love.
“The betrothal was celebrated with great magnificence.
That, though, was as far as it went. The marriage never took
place. The usurper had achieved his ends. I was now the publicly proclaimed property of his henchman. I was well in
check; no further legality need take place. For the ‘king’ did
not intend that by our true marriage Figuera would become
the Barr-Tau and himself a potential threat. We were held suspended: not unmarried and not married.”
“An unfortunate situation, surely,” said Rod, just to be saying something sympathetic. “How long—”
“Things went on so for years. Yet I might not have been
wholly unhappy. I had my love and we had license to come
to each other. I myself had no yearning for the title of ‘Princess’ and less a longing for power and authority. I lived for
love.
“Not so my poor weak ambitious betrothed. His loyalty
to the usurper had at once turned to enmity but he had not
the strength of purpose to do anything about it. Not for a
long time. The ‘king’ had wars but Figuera was kept at court.
The usurper knew that military gifts belonged not to my lover.
I said years passed away, years that aged my pretty youth—
but still I loved him!—as he needs must smile daily in the
king’s council, yet hate him in his heart.
“Then the tide of hostilities went against the usurper.
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Armies pressed us from two sides. Figuera and I with our
small retinue fled to Barr-Tau, here to cower—and to plot.
The invaders could not know we welcomed them, and therefore we must fear them, but we did not hate them. We hated
the usurper! Alas, Figuera was net clever in strategy. We plotted—he plotted, but, ineptly. The king’ was warned. In his
reverses he and his force fell back upon Barr-Tau.
“If the tyrant could not prevail against his external enemies he could at least take vengeance on the disaffected in
his own party. My affianced and I were brought before the
cruel one in the room of state. Our crimes were read out to us
there. My husband—so I regarded him—my darling wept.
Yet he had pride sufficient not to grovel, not to plead.
“Thereafter he was torn to pieces before mine eyes. Quite...
small... pieces. I remember his left hand which had been so
graceful. Amid the gore I saw his nose: so straight and beautiful as it had been. They forced me to hold in my spread hands
a part of my friend’s flesh I had never seen before.
“I had thought of myself as tough-minded. Conditioned,
you know, by so many years of adversity. But when upon my
shrinking hands was thrown that dripping and still warm
fragment of my lover’s life I lost my mind.
“They carried me away unconscious to a strongroom in a
tower. There I lay for many weeks. When I awoke I gibbered,
though otherwise I did not speak. My mother attended. So
passed the years away. She died. It was a faithful retainer who
found me one day humming a tune. Later I began to sing a
little. But the years and the neglect and also the dampness,
the poor food, had taken their toll. My voice was gone. There
was only the modulated croaking you hear now.”
The lady’s listeners were too aghast to make any comments. She went on: “Time and the peaceful dullness restored
my mind, I suppose. At first when my perceptions cleared I
could remember nothing of the horrors. Later, little by little,
recollection came back, but as of something that might have
happened to another: dreadful but somehow not... personal.
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“The old wars had echoed away like fading thunder. The
usurper was gone. The kingdom itself was gone. Only I lingered on like some old ghost. For years now I have existed
solitarily in the keep. Kindly peasants sometimes put bread
in a basket and I would haul it up. I remembered that trick
from early times. And there I lived on—‘for art’. What was
there else to live for? I had my virginals—how ironic that
word—and my lute.
“Until you—and the earthquake—came...”
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The lady’s first need was sustenance. Rod Litenin took from
the croker sack some stale buns they had gathered from a thicket
of bun-bushes the day before yesterday. She ate them all and
wanted more.
In fact, the food did its job and in a little while the Lady Stella
could affirm that, aside from stiffness and awkwardness from
so many years of no other exercise than a pacing of her tower
chamber could afford, she felt herself fit: feeble from such long
starvation but—in Oz!—not actually unhealthy. She declared
herself ready for whatever now might come in consequence of
her miraculous release from confinement, peine et dure.
“I did not dream, in those years,” she essayed to jest, “that
I would live to be grateful to a volcano.”
“Nor ever I, “ returned Rod in matching quaint language,
“that I should be thankful for having set one off. I’ve always
had to be apologizing for fires and floods. This is the first
time—”
The lady looked puzzled but of course the wanderer could
not say more without risking seeming to brag. It was the Glass
Cat who nominated herself spokesanimal and told the tale, with
flourishes, of the man’s strange aptitude. The Barr-Tau marveled,
not only to hear of her rescuer’s character but to hear it from the
mouth of a cat and a glass one at that. Magic had not been usual
in the remote and rural barony of Barr of ancient times.
“And now,” as smoky day dawned recalled the Prince of
Wates, “our quest? Are we to resume it, or...?”
Looking for some vanished china ornaments did strike a
trivial note in contrast to the terrors the company had just heard
described.
But, “Not a bit of it!” said Lady Stella stoutly when they had
related the tale of the little people from the Dainty China Country and their (presumed) sad fate. “The life of any living thing is
as precious to it as any other life is to its liver. Can we say that
any particular life more deserves to be lived to its end than an112

other? even if life has been frivolously given. My memory of
how cruelly it can be taken makes me the more forward to urge
that you go on with your quest to restore life to creatures who
may yet have a chance of retrieving it... Nothing can bring back
my Figuera.”
Rod Litenin could not resist laying a hand to comfort on the
shoulder of the shivering, woman. Then that also reminded him
of priorities. That shoulder was but barely clad in thread-thin
sarsenet. “My dear, you must have clothes,” he said.
The others overheard. Curiously, that admonition was the
thing that brought home finally to the party the realization of
how much the nature of their excursion had changed. What had
started as a high-spirited lark had taken on successive layers of
earnestness. Now the sobriety of what must be their undertaking outweighed the fun. Yet the animals and their human friends
were not so light-minded that they would not face the challenge.
“We’re going to need help,” the China Dog expressed the
general view. “I think we ought to hurry to the capital of the
great local sorceress and ask for magic assistance. There too the
Lady Stella can find rest and a haven.”
“Oh, but I’ve rested, perforce, all these—centuries,” blurted
the Barr-Tau. (They might as well know, first as last.) “I would
like so much to assist—to take part in real life again.”
The others required no further urging. Shaking from them
the weariness of their night of wakefulness and worry, they
cheered the lady for her pluck and then made ready to depart. That was no complicated procedure. Rod, after stowing
animals in his pockets, had only to lift his sack. Lady Stella
reached for her lute but Prince Edward offered to relieve her
of that load and gave his arm as well for a support. That left,
of impedimenta, just the flute. Up to this the lady had been
wearing it in her hair: a sort of variant on the Japanese
combstick. Now she took it down, fingered the holes, laid
the instrument’s end to her lips, and blew out a jaunty hornpipe (variations on the celebrated theme of “Romance Will
Save the World”).
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All the company felt bucked at once. They marched out
dapperly. Up to the end of the mountain valley went they.
There, with a last glance back to the red ruins of the castle of
Barr-Tau, they crossed the ridge and descended to the plateau. Upon it, in the distance, glowered, they knew, the sombre heath which had witnessed their change of goal the week
before.
In two hours the party had regained the crossroads where
stood the AntMagCoop. “The procedure as before?” suggested Litenin. “Everybody who’s any way affected by magic
had better stay outside.” For the benefit of the newcomers he
elaborated: “The shop specializes is devices for doing away
with magic and its effects. If someone’s under any kind of
spell (and prefers it that way) it could be dangerous to go
inside. It’s possible the fiery atmosphere of the place would
do away with charms, as—pardon the sally!—it certainly has
dispersed with charm.”
“Well,” said Lady Stella, greatly dubious, “I don’t know.
To survive as long as I have done argues the influence of enchantment. We used the youth-preserving routine daily, as a
matter of course, but after all that was not a wholly natural
process...”
“And I,” offered the Prince, “—to grow as big as six houses
and live to tell the tale. There is a very large proportion of
rubber in our protoplasm and that—”
“Is there indeed?” broke in Rod, greatly caught by the datum.
“Yes, certainly,” assured Prince Edward.
“And yet you don’t smell at all rubbery.”
“Certainly not,” protested the prince. “We’re very careful
to stay away from fire. It’s only when we scorch that there’s
the least bit of a tell-tale scent.”
“Gosh,” said Rod. “I don’t even need scorching to get to
smelling high. The smallest thing seems to set me off—if in
fact the stink ever stops at all.”
“Oh, Mr. Rod,” reminded Toby, the pug, “you told us your
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haunting fragrance was just left over from the burning of your
shop, Rubber World.”
Rod Litenin blushed to his boots. “That was eight years
ago. I lied. I’ve always smelt like this. It was to cover the odor
that I started up the rubber shop in the first place. Now you
know my terrible secret.”
Stella Barr-Tau was staring at them in incomprehension.
“What are you all on about?”
She stepped to the side of the hang-dog hobo, Rod. “This
gentleman?” She leaned to him and drew a breath. “Just nothing at all. There is no smell. Or if there were it would be of
hyacinths! —or perhaps the breeze off a high mountain
meadow.”
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Rod Litenin, his head in a whirl, virtually stumbled into the
Anti-Magic Cooperative. “Have a care, sir!” barked the young
woman behind the counter. “No access here to persons under
the influence,” she commanded as the man continued to weave
ever so slightly.
“Under the influence?” repeated Rod, dazed. “Yes, sure!”
he said. “Of love! I’ve just met the most wonderful woman in
the world!”
“No doubt,” said the girl, with lips severely turned down.
“But otherwise: have you business here?... Wait now: I think I
recognize you. Were you not here last week?” She sniffed suddenly. “In fact, you left something behind,” she went on, essaying what might have been grim wit. “A haunting fragrance, if I
remember rightly.”
She reached beneath the counter and brought out a flit-gun,
which she handled smartly to send a cloud of pink musk-scented
spray wafting through the room. This was the more difficult as,
attached to the gun, was a little china boy.
Rod Litenin’s eyes grew round. While enjoying the change
from his usual awareness of personal b.o., he yet was more impressed to recognize in the shop assistant’s hands the engine for
the destruction Purp, the (other) China Dog, had told of as happening thirteen years before. “That spray gun, ma’am!” he stammered. “That’s why I’ve come back. Have you got any more
pieces like that?!”
“The gun? Why, no.” The clerk reflected. “We just keep it for
the odd deodorizing job. We don’t need more than one. Actually, it’s a bit awkward to handle, with the figurine attached. But
we’ve found we can’t separate them without breaking the one
or the other.”
“No, I mean the china figure itself. Could you tell me: where
did it come from?”
“This little figure? Why, I’ve no idea. It was included in the
inventory from the old shop when AntMagCoop took over, so
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I’m told. We discovered that the gun originally held a
demagicifying solution and it came in very handy in disinfecting all the magic paraphernalia the old place was cluttered with.
When it ran out we subsistuted a cartridge of ordinary scent
spray.” (This was in the days before they discovered that aerosols were as dangerous as magic, if not more so.)
“That inventory,” pursued Rod. “There were other china
pieces? What happened to them?”
“Why, there are some still about,” answered the woman,
taken aback. “We give them as door prizes—as you know. You
received—oh, yes, the little purple dog that had been gathering
dust here for ages. Wait, I think there’s a piece or two right here...
That’s right.”
She brought forth a statuette, gave it a flick with a cloth, and
set it on the counter. “It’s a little charwoman. See her mop and
pail? But I think—yes, that’s the last one. If you take it, we’ll be
down to just this bundle of old deactivated magic wands for
bonus gifts.”
“But the rest!” enquired the customer anxiously. “There were
fourteen or fifteen pieces originally,” he explained, to the
salesgirl’s wonderment. “They were a set. Do you mean they
were all given away piecemeal to chance customers?!”
“Well, now that I come to think of it, no. Most of them were
shipped off, along with the rest of the old magic junk, to the
sorceress who was in charge of the magic clean-up throughout
southern Oz.”
“That would be—”
“Glinda, the Good Witch of the South!” said customer and
clerk together.
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“Bettina! My dear. Is that you?”
The tiny ladybug was tossed and buffeted among the fluttering wings of many butterflies. Times like this you might think
there was one wing to spare, and all this trouble could be saved.
“Lurabelle!?” a voice called back. “Where are you?”
“Here somewhere! There are so many of you I can’t keep
you in sight. At this moment I’m just east of three Green
Bandeds—now there are four of them—no, two! But I’m sure I
caught a glimpse of you.”
“Fly to the ground!” called Bettina Butterfly. “We’ll meet
there. Oh, what a crowd! Dora, make them give way!” she commanded her adjutant.
Suddenly butterfly and beetle met face to face in the immediate vicinity of some dandelions in flower. Each took a
seat on a bloom and turned to flutter her wings into place
and gasp a bit.
“Is it really you?” each marveled. “I wondered if we’d ever
meet again! How did it go? And how did you get here?”
Lurabelle told of the Swans’ generous offer and briefly of
her mission round Winkieland. “I think I can safely say that not
a single butterfly has yet been de-winged in any of the regions
we visited. But how did you make out?”
“Like a house afire. As you can see,” declared Miss Butterfly
with a moue of modesty and waved an antenna at the cloud of
fritillaries that was drifting on up the road in the air above them.
“A lot of them felt if they stuck close to me they’d be safe. But
I’m afraid it’s slowed down my progress.
As you see, we
haven’t even got as far as the yellow country yet. At least: we
did! but something came up and I turned back across the Emerald border again. I forget... but there were so many of us to be
warned...”
‘Just like a butterfly,’ thought Lurabelle. ‘They can’t keep their
minds on business.’ Aloud she said, “It was just the yellow ones
who were at risk, you know,” and hoped she didn’t sound just
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the least bit tart.
“Oh, I know!” cried Bettina apologetically. “But the Rose
Featherwings were so eager to join the crusade! I hadn’t the heart
to say no. And then the Green Bandeds started following us.
But we did cross the frontier yesterday and I was able to let ever
so many Clouded Sulfurs know about the threat. But you see,
they all began refugeeing east—that was it!—and naturally all
the pinks and greens flocked after them and I don’t know: somehow I got carried along...”
Lurabelle Lady-insect didn’t have the heart to go on being
cross. “Never mind, Bettina. No harm done,” she said. “There’s
a fifty-fifty chance no butterfly anywhere has yet been martyred.
The thing is: we have it on good authority—”
“‘We’?”
“Oh, yes. That swan over there. See him? across the field,
just this side of that fence. That’s Gloria’s mate! He’s been marvelous about ferrying me all over to pass the word... Let’s go
over that way. He’s absolutely safe.”
So Swen Swan was able to attend and be kept a jour during
the latter part of the insects’ conference. After greetings and
(re)introductions (Bettina B. thought she remembered seeing
Swen during the days she’d passed over and around Lake Quad),
the ladybird continued:
“We’ve just come here from the castle of a tin emperor where
we learned that that death squad I originally heard about is on
its way back to the Emerald City. We think they haven’t been
able to murder anybody yet—”
“We passed them!” exclaimed the butterfly. “At least, we
sighted a walking party about an hour ago: five or six creatures?
including a boy. So naturally we gave them a wide berth. Actually, it was rather funny—”
“What was?”
“Oh, one of the strollers was the strangest-looking thing: a
myriad of every color imaginable, all stuck together somehow.
A lot of us were greatly attracted. It was like a walking heap of
flowers! But of course we didn’t go any nearer when we noticed
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it was walking hand in hand with a menacing boy...”
Neither of the speakers realized at the time that Miss Bettina
was talking about the now-to-become-celebrated Patchwork Girl
of Oz.
“Curious,” opined the beetle. “I don’t suppose you were able
to find out for sure if they’d got hold of that butterfly wing?”
“Well, they weren’t waving it around,” admitted Bettina.
“And of course we weren’t going near enough to hear what they
said or to collaborate in their death plot. We just headed on west
again.”
“Okay,” summed up Lurabelle Ladybeetle. “No point now
in carrying on with your mission. We’ll go back in a body, following that walking party. They’ll be heading for the royal palace. We’ll be there ahead of them! and put in our claim before
the Girl Ruler—”
“What about me?” put in Swen Swan. “You need me any
more, Lurabelle?”
“Oh, Swen! You’ve been grand! But no, I’ll go on from here
with Bettina and the others. We want to be together when we
present our petition before the throne but I hope to see you soon
again at the lake. Give my love to Mrs. Gloria and the young
ones.”
When the big swan had soared off in a flapping of wings the
girl friends corraled their butterfly followers and got them
headed back in the opposite direction. It wasn’t easy. Butterflies
didn’t seem to have the innate ability, as do many bird species,
to tune in on a ‘common mind’ and know, all of them, all together, what to do, where to go. Not like starlings could they
rise in a single cloud at the same instant from perches in the top
of a tree. Not like wild geese could they fly in perfect formation,
negotiating turns without once losing their precise “V” flight
pattern. The insects dodged and flopped this way and that. They
were doing pretty well not to crash into each other! But at
last they all got on the way, heading approximately toward
the distant city.
More tine was lost when Lurabelle sighted on the yollow
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road below a congregation of her own tribesinsects. She went
all a-flutter and excused herself to fly down to the beautiful big
blood-colored splotch upon the blond bricks. “Hey!” she yelled.
“What are you all doing here?”
One of the males essayed to be spokesbeetle. (The fellows
took exception, by the way, to being called “lady” bugs and opted
for the term “coccinell” —from the Latin appellation for the
specimens.) Colin Coccinell said,
“We heard there was a big expedition under way: going to
rescue a Holy Aile or something, and we turned out in force. We
caught up with the main body, a bunch of lepidopts, but say,
isn’t that them up there—?” Coccinellidae mainly keep their eyes
on the ground when not directly airborne and Colin C. had just
now realized the presence of the butterfly band winging east
above.
“Yes,” confessed Lurabelle, “that’s the task force, Bettina
Butterfly commanding.”
“That’s the one!” growled Colin. “She and her henchinsects
turned us away! Claimed they were too many already. She was
obviously having command problems. Said they appreciated the
thought but they were warning all other insects off.”
“Well, I know what she had to face,” defended Lurabelle.
“You wouldn’t believe the swarms of mosquitoes and flies that
tried to get into the act during my tour of alertment duty just
completed. There was one mob of locusts that were particularly
bad. I had to head ’em all off by directing them toward the capital itself. There was no point in having them try to tag along
after us, not that they could have kept up anyway. I told them to
attack any boys they saw and give them a hard time...” Alas, the
charming Miss Ladybird seemed now in a fair way to becoming
a militant martinette.
She thanked Commander Colin for interest shown and flew
off to rejoin the butterfly horde. Then on they all fluttered and
flapped toward the Emerald City.
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Hurrying, our other heroes and heroines were able to
straggle, a bit breathless, into the courtyard of the celebrated
Pink Palace just at the end of dinner time that day. When the
benevolent Red Sorceress was brought word, she instantly gave
orders for the leftovers to be given a quick hot-up and set forth
at a long table in the refectory. There she joined the party when
the worst of their pangs had been assuaged.
“Charmed!” she asserted when the various members of the
expedition had presented each other. “Yes, indeed. As a matter
of fact I recognize a number of you from references in the Great
Book of Records.” She identified one and another as having,
some days before, taken a fleeting part in the Adventure of the
Patchwork Girl, which was still going on.
“And how may I serve you now?” she finished by enquiring
kindly.
Bungle the glass cat grabbed the word. “That’s partly it, Your
Gracious Grace,” she declared. The cat was something of a snob
and enjoyed looking at a King, or, in this case, a queen, as Glinda
virtually was, and of course it was even more of a treat to
actually speak to a queen (or near-one and then with all the
honorifics permissible). “Your hoble Omniscience will of course
be aware that we—that’s this woozy here and myself—were
kicked out of that adventure, so we set off on our own little
expedition to bring relief to the sorely tried Dainty China Country.” Bungle was here fabricating freely. “We’ve had one or two
small successes.” (She was referring no doubt to the finding of
the purple china dog, the china child, and the china charwoman,
and their restoral to vital life. “But the greatest task still lies
ahead.”
Here the cat told the story of the contingent of china people
who had set out on a quest so long before and come a cropper;
the charwoman, with interruptions by the dog and child, had
given full details.
“And now we learn,” Bungle continued, “that the rest of the
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chinas came to you, Your Supreme Serenity, some years ago—in
with a mixed lot of demagicified oddments. Say, we conjure you!:
what was their ultimate fate?”
“Dear me,” said the sorceress with a finger under her chin.
“I hardly know. Do you remember, O.Z.?”
Here the Good Witch turned to her pupil, the Wizard of Oz,
whom she had summoned to her palace, ostensibly for one
of his periodic study sessions with the great adept. “Do you
remember seeing any such lumber amongst the stuff brought
here for disposal following Princess Ozma’s embargo on the use
of magic?”
“China figures?” said O.Z. Diggs, cudgeling his memory.
“The idea isn’t quite unfamiliar. What did they represent,
exactly?”
“They didn’t ‘represent’ anything!” piped up the little porcelain charwoman who was standing on the dinner table comfortably propped against the mustard shaker. “They were a
princess—”
“A china princess?!” echoed Eureka the kitten, startled.
“And a chieftain—”
“A chieftain?” marveled Toby the pug. “With a feather headdress and a loin cloth?”
“Exactly,” confirmed the charwoman. “And a
churchwarden—”
“In a little tight wig and a black coat?” asked Bungle. “I’ve
seen something like—”
“Yes!” assured the little china woman in certain terms. “And
a Chinaman—”
“A Chinaman!” The Woozy looked blank and seemed to be
trying, like the Wizard, to cudgel his memory.
“And a clown—”
“A clown!” cried the wizard. “Eureka!” The kitten turned
abruptly to fix him with a look. “No, I mean ‘Eureka!’ in general
terms. I’ve found it! A clown: all covered with cracks and traces
of glue?”
“The very one!” cried the china charwoman. “Oh, speak, sir!
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That’s Merry Andrew Joker, jester to the court of the Dainty
China Princess. Where is he?!”
“Why, in Warehouse Seven,” replied O.Z. Diggs without hesitation. “That’s where your grace’s servants,” he addressed
Glinda, “store broken or out-of-date furniture ’til it’s decided
whether to repair or refurbish articles, or to discard them.”
“Indeed?” said the Sorceress, rising hastily from her place at
the head of the table. “Then let us hasten to the warehouse—
and hope that we may not come too late,” she added piously.
Staff Sergeant Cinna Munn was on duty in the warehouse
compound and took from the ring on her Sam bowne belt a stout
iron key. “This way, if you please, Your Grace,” she said, and
stood aside for the red ruler to precede her to the door of the
last red shed in the row.
Sergeant Munn held a lamp as the sorceress looked anxiously
along the shelves. Then “Ah!” said Glinda, thrusting in her crimson-sleeved arm to draw forth a dusty figurine from the back of
a shadowy enclosure. She blew on the figure genteelly, releasing a tiny cloud of pink dust. “This must be the one. And I
remember now: Dorothy didn’t want it. It was too broken and
patched, she said. Dorothy was always fastidious.”
“Dorothy?” echoed everybody, bewildered.
“Yes, of course. It all comes back to me now. The Princess
was on a state visit here—oh, years ago—and having a rummage through these old storehouses. When she came across
those ceramic figures she demanded—oh, very politely, of
course—to have the lot of them. I remember she said that now
her Aunt Em lived in Oz there couldn’t be any objection to her
taking the dainty china princess and all the rest of the figurines—
to display on her aunt’s mantel-shelf.”
“Mantel-shelf nothing,” exclaimed the pink kitten. “Dorothy’s
got a whole room devoted to her pottery collection. No wonder
we thought the description of the missing people sounded
familiar. We’ve all—well, most of us—seen them there dozens
of times.”
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“So that’s the end of our adventure,” said Toby, the life-sized
pug, a little sadly. “It was all over so soon.”
“’Over’ nothing,” dismissed the Glass Cat. “We’ve hardly
begun. We still have to release the chinas from captivity, and if
I’m right in my assessment of that Kansas ‘princess’ that’s not
going to be any snap. Furthermore, we haven’t even begun to
mend your toe. And finally, what about Ojo’s quest’s? We’ve got
to get back and send word to him he can skip it: we’ve already
accomplished his mission for him.”
It was the next morning. Following the denouement in the
warehouse Glinda had decreed that the next thing on the agenda
was for all her guests to get a comfortable night’s sleep to make
up for the one they had missed. This of course didn’t apply to
such creatures as a glass cat and a couple of china dogs with a
matching clown, child, and charwoman. Consequently these all
passed the night on a cozy rag-wool rug in front of a faintly
glowing hearth fire.
Their conversation roused them all to new impatience and
they could hardly wait for the red witch and her friends to finish their breakfast. “Can we leave right away?” asked Toby from
his place on Rod Litenin’s lap.
“Well, I don’t know,” stalled Rod. “Your Grace,” he said
to Sorceress Glinda, on whose left he sat, “the animals are
keen to be off, and of course we others too would like to be
back in the Emerald City in time for the boy Ojo’s return. I
think you said—”
Glinda anticipated him. “Yes, I was up early and did a thorough perusal of new entries in the Book. Ojo will in all likelihood reach Queen Ozma’s court about lunch-time today. There’s
no great rush. You’ll ride in a couple of the swan chariots. The
flight takes only an hour and a half. There are one or two details
to be taken care of before you can depart. Perhaps we would do
well to be about them.” She pushed back her chair. “Will you
come with me, all of you, to the workshop?”
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The little Wizard of Oz was seen to be rubbing his hands
with every evidence of glee and it was he who hurried ahead to
throw open the rosewood door to the big north-lit studio rooms.
The prince of Wates, Lady Stella Barr-Tau, Rod Litenin, the
woozy, the glass cat, the pink kitten, and five assorted china figurines entered in some anticipation.
The first that there did greet their hardly stranger eyes was
old Nunculas P. Gennet who, dressed in a new blue near-uniform of nearly military smartness (confected by ex-General Jinjur
in her guise of womanly housekeeper), rose from a window chair
and advanced to meet them. He was followed a moment or two
later by a buxom woman whom all there but the Barr-Tau recognized as Dame Margolotte Pipt. She had left the side of her
bent and crooked little husband, who remained seated on a stool,
apparently bored in grief.
“He’s so depressed,” she near-whispered. “It’s been a terrible blow to him to have to destroy his potion kettles and recipe
books. And why?!”, went on Margolotte, speaking more fervently. “The doctor never did any harm with his spells and transformations.”
Glinda the Good raised her shoulders in resignation. “I quite
agree. I’m afraid in this instance I am only the tool of our beloved ruler, Princess Ozma. She’s got this thing about getting
rid of magic in the country. As a lifelong adept I can scarcely be
expected to agree with her wholesale condemnation of the craft.
But what would you? We are the Queen’s abjects and must obey.”
“Aha!” exclaimed the Wizard Diggs, seemingly still in high
good humor. “We must seem to obey!” He ran to pull chairs together for the ladies, and then continued: “Now here’s what
we’re going to do. Her graciousness, Sorceress Glinda, on Ozma’s
orders, sent for these erring—or erred-upon—Munchkins to get
them ready for the showdown today at the Palace of Magic. I
must admit—and I believe her grace will agree with me—that
we were considerably startled to find that two of their number
had already been freed from their unlucky transformation. That’s
all to the good, of course, but it does occasion a bit of extra stage126

managing, so it’s good that we have an hour or two before we
should be off.
“For the general good we’re going to have to indulge in a
little deception. After all, no one but our dear ruler really seems
to want to render everyone bland and colorless. You, sir—” the
Wizard addressed the wizard, “do you want to cease being
crooked and bent?”
“By no means!” assured Dr. Pipt, raising a tearstained face.
“I was born this way, and for all my bentness I’m more agile and
spry than many a tall straight individual. Who wants to be just
one more perfectly-shaped, non-magic-working, bland nonentity?”
“Right!” Wizard Diggs laughed merrily. “Now when we get
to the Emerald City I’m going to have to work a sham transformation on you. I’ll do some passes and—strictly temporarily,
for the Queen’s satisfaction—you’ll appear tall and straight,
sound in wind and limb. But in a day or so, when you’re home
again in the Blue Forest the spell will wear off and you’ll be
your old familiar self.”
“Thanks,” said Pipt, but solemnly. “That’ll be one consolation anyway.”
“Same with you, Miss Cat.” The Wizard turned to Bungle.
“If you’re agreeable, we’ll do a pretend change on you right now.
Ozma and Dorothy have taken exception to your pride in your
pink brains, so for their sakes—again, only temporarily§—and
with your concurrence—I’ll turn them transparent. Okay? You’ll
still have all your smarts; we just won’t be able to see them—for
a while.”
The Glass Cat somewhat superciliously gave herself up as a
martyr for the general good.
“And finally,” pursued Wizard Diggs, “the trickiest bit of all.”
He addressed the recently disemmarbled man and woman. “For
the sake of the show Ozma wants to put on, you two have to
appear as marble statues again. Our great and Good Sorceress
has had costumes sewn for you that will resemble near enough
§ See The Magic of Oz. Editor’s note.
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the grey white-veined marblish look of your clothes when
under that spell. Just for the performance we’ll paint your hands
and faces, and then I’ll hypnotize you so that you go, truly, as
rigid as stone. You’ll stay that way until you hear me utter the
word ‘pyrzqxgl’ , at which you’ll at once come out of your trance.
Got that?
“Oh, it’s going to be great fun! and all parties will be pleased.
As for your magic, Doctor...” He turned to the grieving magician. “Don’t be too blue—though I know that’s not easy for a
Munchkin. When the dust has settled, I’ll get Ozma to authorize me to engage you as official Munchkin-country representative of Legal Adepts, Incorporated: founding mother, Glinda the
Good Witch of the South.”
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Dorothy told the girl Ruler how successful they had been in
their quest until they came to the item of the yellow butterfly,
which the Tin Woodman positively refused to sacrifice to the
magic potion.
“He is quite right,” said Ozma, who did not seem a bit surprised. “Had Ojo told me that one of the things he sought was
the wing of a yellow butterfly I would have informed him, before he started out, that he could never secure it. Then you would
have been saved the troubles and annoyances of your long journey.”
“I didn’t mind the journey at all,” said Dorothy; “it was fun.”
“As it has turned out,” remarked Ojo, “I can never get the
things the Crooked Magician sent me for; and so, unless I wait
the six years for him to make the Powder of Life, Unc Nunkie
cannot be saved.”
Ozma smiled.
“Dr. Pipt will make no more Powder of Life, I promise you,”
said she. “I have sent for him and had him brought to this palace, where he now is, and his four kettles have been destroyed
and his book of recipes burned up. I have also had brought here
the marble statues of your uncle and of Margolotte, which are
standing in the next room.”
They were all greatly astonished at this announcement.
“Oh, let me see Unc Nunkie! Let me see him at once, please!”
cried Ojo eagerly.
“Wait a moment,” replied Ozma, “for I have something more
to say. Nothing that happens in the Land of Oz escapes the notice of our wise Sorceress, Glinda the Good. She knew all about
the magic-making of Dr. Pipt, and how he had brought the Glass
Cat and the Patchwork Girl to life, and the accident to Unc
Nunkie and Margolotte, and of Ojo’s quest and his journey with
Dorothy. Glinda also knew that Ojo would fail to find all the
things he sought, so she sent for our Wizard and instructed
him what to do. Something is going to happen in this palace,
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presently, and that ‘something’ will, I am sure, please you all.
And now,” continued the girl Ruler, rising from her chair, “you
may follow me into the next room.”
When Ojo entered the room he ran quickly to the statue of
Unc Nunkie and kissed the marble face affectionately.
“I did my best, Unc,” he said, with a sob, “but it was no use!”
Then he drew back and looked around the room, and the
sight of the assembled company quite amazed him.
Aside from the marble statues of Unc Nunkie and Margolotte,
the Glass Cat was there, curled up on a rug; and the Woozy was
there, sitting on its square hind legs and looking on the scene
with solemn interest; and there was the Shaggy Man, in a suit of
shaggy pea-green satin, and at a table sat the little Wizard, looking quite important and as if he knew much more than he cared
to tell.
Last of all, Dr. Pipt was there, and the Crooked Magician sat
humped up in a chair, seeming very dejected but keeping his
eyes fixed on the lifeless form of his wife Margolotte, whom he
fondly loved but whom he now feared was lost to him forever.
Ozma took a chair which Jellia Jamb wheeled forward for
the Ruler, and back of her stood the Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman
and Dorothy, as well as the Cowardly Lion and the Hungry Tiger. The Wizard now arose and made a low bow to Ozma and
another less deferent bow to the assembled company.
“Ladies and gentlemen and beasts,” he said, “I beg to announce that our Gracious Ruler has permitted me to obey the
commands of the great Sorceress, Glinda the Good, whose
humble Assistant I am proud to be. We have discovered that the
Crooked Magician has been indulging in his magical arts contrary to Law, and therefore, by Royal Edict, I hereby deprive
him of all power to work magic in the future. He is no longer a
crooked magician, but a simple Munchkin; he is no loner even
crooked, but a man like other men.”
As he pronounced these words the Wizard waved his hand
toward Dr. Pipt and instantly every crocked limb straightened
out and became perfect. The former magician, with a cry of joy,
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sprang to his feet, looked at himself in wonder, and then fell
back in his chair and watched the Wizard with fascinated interest.
“The Glass Cat, which Dr. Pipt lawlessly made,” continued
the Wizard, “is a pretty cat, but its pink brains made it so
conceited that it was a disagreeable companion to everyone. So
the other day I took away the pink brains and replaced them
with transparent ones, and new the Glass Cat is so modest and
well behaved that Ozma has decided to keep her in the palace
as a pet.”
“I thank you,” said the cat, in a soft voice.
“The Woozy has proved himself a good Woozy and a faithful friend,” the Wizard went on, “so we will send him to the
Royal Menagerie, where he will have good care and plenty to
eat all his life.”
“Much obliged,” said the Woozy. “That beats being fenced
up in a lonely forest and starved.”
“As for the Patchwork Girl,” resumed the Wizard, “she is so
remarkable in appearance, and so clever and good tempered,
that our Gracious Ruler intends to preserve her carefully, as one
of the curiosities of the curious Land of Oz. Scraps may live in
the palace, or wherever she pleases, and be nobody’s servant
but her own.”
“That’s all right,” said Scraps.
“We have all been interested in Ojo,” the little Wizard continued, “because his love for his unfortunate uncle has led him
bravely to face all sorts of dangers, in order that he might rescue
him. The Munchkin boy has a loyal and generous heart and has
done his best to restore Unc Nunkie to life. He has failed, but
there are others more powerful than the Crooked Magician, and
there are more ways than Dr. Pipt knew of to destroy the charm
of the Liquid of Petrifaction. Glinda the Good has told me of
one way, and you shall now learn how great is the knowledge
and power of our peerless Sorceress.”
As he said this the Wizard advanced to the statue of
Margolotte and made a magic pass, at the same time muttering
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a magic word that none could hear distinctly. At once the woman
moved, turned her head wonderingly this way and that to note
all who stood before her, and seeing Dr. Pipt, ran forward and
threw herself into her husband’s outstretched arms.
Then the Wizard made the magic pass and spoke the magic
word before the statue of Unc Nunkie. The old Munchkin immediately came to life and with a low bow to the Wizard said:
“Thanks.”
But now Ojo rushed up and threw his arms joyfully about
his uncle, and the old man hugged his little nephew tenderly
and stroked his hair and wiped away the boy’s tears with a handkerchief, for Ojo was crying from pure happiness.
Ozma came forward to congratulate them. She offered them
a house just outside the walls of the Emerald City. Then other
friends came up to give them good wishes.
Suddenly the windows of the hall were shaded over. It was
darkness at noon. Everyone looked around startled.
It was as if live curtains of yellow trembled and throbbed
beyond the panes. Ozma herself climbed up on a chair and released a window fastening. A great cloud of yellow butterflies,
together with a numerous contingent of pink, chartreuse, lavender, and navy blue ones, stormed into the room, crying in
tiny belligerent voices: “Where are they?! Where are the murderers? We’ll see justice done! No one shall touch a wing of our
bodies!!”
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